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[1] During the MESSENGER spacecraft’s interplanetary trajectory to Mercury, the Fast
Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS) measured the first helium pickup ion distributions
at a heliocentric distance (R) ranging between 0.3 and 0.7 AU. From several transits of
MESSENGER through the interstellar helium gravitational focusing cone, we map the
cone structure in the ecliptic at R = 0.3 AU and compare it with observations of He+ at
R = 1 AU made with the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) on the
Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). Average downwind enhancements of 8 and
average cone widths of 30° measured by each sensor match known models of neutral
helium during this most recent, unusually quiet, solar minimum. The average cone center
direction is calculated to be at J2000 ecliptic longitude 1 = 76.0°(˙6.0°) and
77.0°(˙1.5°) from FIPS and SWICS observations, respectively. These parameters are
also in agreement with previous determinations of the downwind direction of interstellar
flow and demonstrate the effectiveness of using pickup ion observations inside 1 AU to
map the structure of the neutral helium distribution in the heliosphere, as well as to
diagnose the conditions of the interstellar medium.
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1. Introduction
[2] As the Sun travels through the local interstellar
medium (LISM), neutral gas flows into the heliosphere.
These gas particles, consisting primarily of hydrogen and
helium, follow ballistic trajectories through the solar sys-
tem, guided only by the combined gravitational and radiation
pressure forces of the Sun [Fahr, 1968; Blum and Fahr,
1970]. Near the Sun’s vicinity, this neutral population is
lost via ionization reactions, whereby neutral particles of
the interstellar gas become ions that are embedded in and
picked up by the constantly expanding solar atmosphere, the
solar wind. Initial analytical studies of this process [Blum
and Fahr, 1970; Fahr, 1971] focused on trajectories of inter-
stellar neutral hydrogen. Because of substantial Lyman-˛
radiation pressure, a cavity devoid of interstellar hydrogen
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forms around the Sun [Thomas, 1978; Fahr, 1978]. For inter-
stellar helium, however, which is largely unaffected by radi-
ation pressure, the Sun acts as a gravitational lens, forming
a neutral He focusing cone downwind from the direction of
interstellar flow, as illustrated in Figure 1. This cone was first
observed remotely through backscattered He 58.4 nm obser-
vations by an instrument on the Solrad 11 satellite [Weller
and Meier, 1981]. The structure (i.e., width and peak den-
sity) of the cone is controlled only by the kinetic properties
of the LISM neutral helium gas and the ionization rates of
helium in the heliosphere [Feldman et al., 1972; Blum et al.,
1975; Meier, 1977; Thomas, 1978; Wu and Judge, 1979].
[3] Ionized helium particles, although lost to the neutral
population, are measured by spaceborne ion mass spec-
trometers as pickup ions. As first measured by Möbius
et al. [1985], such observations are important not only
for verifying the accuracy of the deduced properties and
flow direction of the interstellar medium [Möbius et al.,
1995; Möbius et al., 1996; Noda et al., 2001; Gloeckler and
Geiss, 2001; Gloeckler et al., 2004], but also as a useful
diagnostic for understanding the evolution of pickup ion dis-
tribution functions [Gloeckler et al., 1995; Gloeckler and
Geiss, 1998; Saul et al., 2007], a physical process com-
mon in planetary magnetospheres [e.g., Hartle et al., 1982;
Zurbuchen et al., 2008] or around comets [Ipavich et al.,
1986; Neugebauer et al., 1989; Gloeckler et al., 2000].
[4] The properties of the LISM helium have been con-
strained from in situ neutral [Witte et al., 2004; Möbius
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Figure 1. Illustration of the trajectories of neutral particles that converge to form the helium gravita-
tional focusing cone directly downwind from the direction of interstellar flow. Neutral helium throughout
the heliosphere can be ionized and injected into the solar wind as pickup ions that can be measured in
situ by SWICS on ACE, which orbits the Sun at L1 (1 AU) and FIPS on MESSENGER, which passes
through the focusing cone several times during its inner heliospheric passage to Mercury. The coordinates
(R,) are defined as the heliocentric distance and the angle from the upwind direction of interstellar flow,
respectively.
et al., 2012] and pickup ion [Gloeckler et al., 2004] mea-
surements and from remote sensing observations of helium
glow [Vallerga et al., 2004; Lallement et al., 2004] and solar
wind charge-exchange emission [Koutroumpa et al., 2009]
by the use of instrument forward models to fit observations.
Möbius et al. [2004] summarized an effort to combine these
results from different diagnostics to form a set of consis-
tent parameters for the interstellar gas flow velocity vector
and temperature in J2000 ecliptic coordinates, with a flow
direction given by longitude 1 = 75.38°(˙0.56°) and
latitude ˇ1 = –5.31°(˙0.28°), an inflow velocity v1 =
26.24(˙0.45) km/s, and a temperature T1=6306(˙390) K.
However, new observations of energetic neutral particles
from the Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) [McComas
et al., 2004a], have produced an alternate set of parameters
of 1 = 79.0°(+3.0°, –3.5°), ˇ1 = –4.9°(˙0.2°), velocity
v1 = 23.5(+3.0°, –2.0°) km/s, [Möbius et al., 2012] and
T1  6200 K [Bzowski et al., 2012].
[5] To date, the only available He+ pickup ion mea-
surements have been at heliocentric distance R  1 AU.
In situ studies of the focusing cone have been limited to
ecliptic measurements at 1 AU [Möbius et al., 1995; Möbius
et al., 1996; Noda et al., 2001; Gloeckler and Geiss, 2001;
Gloeckler et al., 2004; Drews et al., 2010] and a single near-
downwind pass near Jupiter [McComas et al., 2004b] with
the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) on the Cassini
spacecraft [Young et al., 2004].
[6] The Fast Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS), one
of two charged particle sensors on the Energetic Parti-
cle and Plasma Spectrometer (EPPS) instrument [Andrews
et al., 2007] on the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft
[Solomon et al., 2001] has yielded the first in situ mea-
surements of He+ inside of 1 AU and the first observations
that span the full longitudinal structure of the gravitational
focusing cone at heliocentric distances less than 0.6 AU.
Although also confined to the ecliptic plane, the space-
craft’s cruise trajectory, as shown in Figure 1, led to several
transits of the gravitational focusing cone inside 1 AU. This
paper reports on our analysis of the unprecedented data
set provided by FIPS during those observing opportuni-
ties. When combined with data from the Solar Wind Ion
Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) instrument [Gloeckler
et al., 1998] on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
spacecraft [Stone et al., 1998], constraints on the transport
and large-scale diffusion of He+ ions within 1 AU can be
developed to test the effectiveness of using near-Earth mea-
surements to describe the longitudinal structure of neutral
helium population in the heliosphere.
[7] It can be difficult to use pickup ion measurements
to tightly constrain the direction of interstellar flow. Possi-
ble diffusive ion transport from the initial pickup location
[Möbius et al., 1995] and the influence of the ambient solar
wind conditions on measured pickup ion densities [Saul
et al., 2003; Möbius et al., 2010] can bias the determination
of the cone center location for any given downwind pass.
We argue here that some of this variability can be removed
by averaging over multiple passes during times when the
pickup ion production rate is expected to be steady state, i.e.,
near solar minimum.
[8] In section 2 of this paper, we discuss the interpreta-
tion of 1 AU pickup ion measurements. In section 3, we
describe the most recent, unusually low solar minimum and
why it is uniquely suited for using pickup ion measurements
to map the neutral density distribution in the heliosphere.
In section 4, we combine data from MESSENGER/FIPS
and ACE/SWICS to analyze the gravitational focusing cone
structure at R = 0.3 and 1 AU between 2007 and 2009.
Finally, in section 5, we discuss the implications of these
measurements for possible large-scale transport effects of
pickup helium in the inner heliosphere.
2. Limitations of Pickup Ion Observations
[9] The abundance and dynamic state of pickup ion spec-
tra at any heliocentric distance depend on (1) the neutral
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density distribution throughout the heliosphere, (2) the ion-
ization rate profile(s) for the production of new pickup ions,
and (3) the evolution of pickup ion velocity distributions
in space. Models of each of these processes have been
developed and successfully used to match measurements at
1 AU, constraining important parameters of the underlying
physical processes.
2.1. Neutral Density Distribution in the Heliosphere
[10] A complete heliospheric neutral helium model
requires knowledge not only of the direction and proper-
ties of interstellar flow, but also of the radial, latitudinal,
longitudinal, and time-dependent properties of ionization
rates. Far (>1 AU) from the Sun, photoionization by extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) photons is the dominant loss mecha-
nism for helium. Losses associated with resonant charge-
exchange reactions between neutral helium and solar wind
protons and alpha particles are lower by an order of mag-
nitude [McMullin et al., 2004] and are neglected here. As
a simplification, photoionization is sometimes modeled as
spherically symmetric. However, there can be strong spa-
tial variations in EUV coronal emissions [Auchère et al.,
2005]. The strongest anisotropies occur during solar max-
imum as a result of active regions on the solar surface.
Moreover, during solar minimum, there can be a  20%
reduction in emissions associated with large coronal holes
in the polar regions. During the most recent solar minimum
(2007–2009), however, there were more large, low-latitude
coronal holes and an absence of strong active regions on the
solar surface [Abramenko et al., 2010].
[11] Electron-impact ionization, although much weaker
than photoionization at 1 AU, does not scale as R–2, and
therefore can become important and possibly dominant close
to the Sun (<1 AU), where few detailed measurements
have been made of solar wind electron distribution func-
tions [Rucinski and Fahr, 1989; McMullin et al., 2004].
Consequently, its radial dependence is much less known
than the heliospheric, optically thin photoionization, which
can be readily scaled from 1 AU observations to other
distances as R–2. The electron distributions found in the
steady, high-latitude (> 30°) solar winds have been found
to be markedly different from those observed at lower lat-
itudes [Maksimovic et al., 2000], leading to lower than
expected ionization at high latitudes from the reduced den-
sities and temperatures typically associated with the coronal
hole winds.
2.2. He+ Production Rates
[12] Similar uncertainties exist for the production rates of
pickup ions that change on a much shorter time scale. Large
variations in solar activity produce changes in the photoion-
ization rate on the time scale of years. However, a sudden
coronal mass ejection or solar flare can have an immedi-
ate, albeit transient, impact on ionization rates near the Sun
[Rucinski et al., 2003]. These transients cause important
uncertainties in the determination of the local production of
He+ and have the potential to introduce errors that propagate
when combined with models of pickup transport.
2.3. Pickup Ion Velocity Distributions
[13] Numerous analytical and numerical models have
been proposed to predict pickup ion transport, and a number
of these models have been compared with pickup ion
data [e.g., Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976; Isenberg, 1997;
Schwadron, 1998]. Typically, these models include four
key physical processes: (1) upon ionization, newly formed
charged particles begin immediately to gyrate about the
local magnetic field with a velocity v = vsw in the solar
wind frame; (2) ions quickly form a ring distribution;
(3) ions preferentially pitch-angle scatter into a shell distri-
bution; and (4) ions cool due to the expanding solar wind
and undergo energy scattering, thus reducing their speeds
(i.e., v < vsw in the solar wind frame).
[14] Measurements of He+ combined with forward mod-
els have been used to show that ions appear to cool near
adiabatically, at least in the outward hemisphere most often
observed (v > vsw in the spacecraft frame) [Saul et al., 2009].
The pitch-angle distribution, however, especially during
time periods of radial magnetic field, is not isotropic, with
particles having difficulty scattering through a pitch-angle of
90°. This difficulty results in pickup ions tending to popu-
late the sunward sectors more than the anti-sunward sectors
[Gloeckler and Geiss, 1998; Saul et al., 2007]. Although the
detailed anisotropic (e.g., with respect to the magnetic field
direction) structure of the velocity distributions has not yet
been determined, such velocity anisotropies are expected to
strongly influence large-scale diffusion and ion transport in
the heliosphere [Möbius et al., 1995]. With measurements
only of the downwind direction at one heliocentric distance
(i.e., 1 AU), potential effects of large-scale diffusion and ion
transport cannot be easily characterized.
3. Observations at Solar Minimum
[15] The most recent solar minimum (2007–2009) was
a period of unusually quiet and constant solar activity.
Overall reduced levels of solar wind mass flux [McComas
et al., 2008; Fisk and Zhao, 2008] and radiation emission
from the Sun [Woods, 2010] caused the photoionization and
electron-impact ionization rates, respectively, to be unchar-
acteristically low and nearly constant. Furthermore, the
magnetic flux configuration on the Sun is dominated by low-
latitude coronal holes and few active regions [Abramenko
et al., 2010], which created a more steady-state, nearly
spherically symmetric ionization source. Thus, this time
period presents a special opportunity for the quantitative
study of heliospheric pickup ions.
[16] Here, we use simple models to compute both neu-
tral and ionized helium densities throughout the heliosphere.
Although these models take into account the major physi-
cal processes that control the densities, there are a number
of effects that, for simplicity, will not be considered here.
Our modeling efforts are intended only to provide a base-
line comparison for the presented spacecraft observations.
As we show in this paper, the derived cone properties may
be recovered directly from the data without requiring any
fitting with neutral models.
3.1. Helium Ionization Rates
[17] The derived EUV photoionization rate [McMullin
et al., 2002] during the 2007–2009 period is constant to
within approximately 25% of the mean value as shown in
Figure 2a. These rates were calculated using measured EUV
flux from the Solar Extreme-ultraviolet Monitor (SEM)
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Figure 2. (a) Derived helium photoionization rate at 1 AU following the procedure given by McMullin
et al. [2002]. During the most recent solar minimum in 2007–2009, the photoionization rate at 1 AU
stayed nearly constant at approximately 5  10–8 s–1. (b) Radial profiles of photoionization and electron-
impact ionization rate following Rucinski and Fahr [1989] for the most recent solar minimum. At 1 AU,
the electron-impact ionization rate is about 20% of the photoionization rate, but it becomes increasingly
more important inside R = 0.5 AU.
sensor on the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO),
photoionization cross sections from Samson et al. [1994],
and the solar spectral irradiance from the Whole Heliosphere
Interval 2008 Version 2 described by Woods et al. [2009].
When compared with the analogous rates used by Bzowski
et al. [2012], calculated with a different set of measure-
ments and irradiance spectra, there is agreement to within
10%. Despite this good agreement, the absolute uncertainty
in these rates may be substantially larger than 10% because
of systematic errors in the measurements. Any systematic
errors, however, would not alter the near constancy of the
measured flux during this time period. An approximately
steady-state ionization rate for 2–3 years should result in
a nearly steady-state neutral helium distribution within the
entire heliosphere.
[18] The Rucinski and Fahr [1989] model was used
to describe electron-impact ionization with a Maxwell-
Boltzmann description of the solar wind electrons and with
density and temperature scaling for both core and halo
populations. Here, the model input electron densities and
temperatures at 1 AU were all reduced by 20% and 10%,
respectively, in line with recent observations by Ulysses
[McComas et al., 2008; Fisk and Zhao, 2008]. Electron
temperature radial dependencies are also available from
Ulysses observations of polar coronal holes [Issautier et al.,
1998; Maksimovic et al., 2000]. However, since our in situ
measurements were made close to the Sun, we used the
original radial dependencies from Rucinski and Fahr [1989]
that were derived from observations of electron distribution
functions made inside of 1 AU. The radial profile of the cal-
culated electron-impact ionization rate was compared with
that of the photoionization rate in Figure 2b. As expected,
electron-impact ionization becomes important closest to the
Sun, within 0.5 AU. At 1 AU, the electron-impact rate dur-
ing this time period is approximately 110–8 s–1, about 20%
of the corresponding photoionization rate.
3.2. Neutral Helium Distribution During 2007–2009
[19] Given the large-scale properties of the LISM gas
penetrating into the heliosphere, the hot interstellar gas
model of Thomas [1978] yields the neutral helium den-
sity throughout the heliosphere for a steady state spherically
symmetric ionization that varies as R–2. As discussed above,
the assumptions of steady-state and spherically symmetric
ionization are most appropriately applied during this most
recent solar minimum, because of the more evenly dis-
tributed coronal holes and the absence of active regions
on the solar surface. The equations from Thomas [1978]
were modified with an additional integral as discussed by
Rucinski and Fahr [1989] to accommodate an arbitrary
radial dependence of ionization, thereby enabling the inclu-
sion of electron-impact ionization effects.
[20] In addition to its dependence on R, the neutral den-
sity, n, depends on  , the angle from the upwind direction
of the LISM flow (Figure 1). The angle  = 180° lies along
the cone center. Figure 3a shows the calculated neutral den-
sity profiles upwind ( = 0°) and downwind ( = 180°) for
interstellar parameters from Möbius et al. [2004] (model A)
and a combination of parameters from Möbius et al. [2012]
and Bzowski et al. [2012] (model B) with and without the
inclusion of electron-impact ionization. The corresponding
downwind enhancements are shown in Figure 3b. Both sets
of interstellar parameters give qualitatively similar density
profiles and maximum downwind enhancements. The effect
of electron-impact ionization is to push the neutral helium
maximum farther from the Sun by about 0.1 AU and reduce
the maximum downwind enhancement inside R = 0.3 AU.
[21] The absolute neutral density is a strong function of
the electron-impact ionization radial profile. However, the
range of downwind enhancements at 1 AU (8–9) does not
appear to be strongly affected by electron-impact ionization,
especially when compared with the range of enhancements
at R = 0.3 AU (8–12). For this reason, it is expected that
these simple models should match data collected at 1 AU
extremely well. The photoionization-only model should pro-
vide an upper bound (12) on the downwind enhancement
at R = 0.3 AU since it represents a minimum floor of the
ionization state in the heliosphere.
3.3. Pickup Ions as a Proxy for Neutrals
[22] In order to transform these calculated densities into
modeled spacecraft observations, a direction of interstellar
flow (longitude 1,latitude ˇ1) must be assumed. Here,
(1,ˇ1) are specified in J2000 ecliptic coordinates. Each
point in the heliosphere has a unique triplet (R,,ˇ) for
which the angular distance () from the inflow direction
vector can be calculated from a coordinate frame transforma-
tion. For example, for ˇ1 = –5.0°, the MESSENGER and
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Figure 3. (a) Density distribution of neutral helium as a function of heliocentric distance with the
LISM parameters from model A [Möbius et al., 2004] and model B [Möbius et al., 2012; Bzowski et al.,
2012] for (top curves) upwind ( = 0°) and (bottom curves) downwind ( = 180°) profiles with and
without the inclusion of the effects of electron-impact ionization. The strongest enhancement in neutral
helium occurs at about R = 0.3 AU. The densities here are normalized by the LISM value, n1. (b) The
downwind/upwind ratios from Figure 3a as a function of heliocentric distance.
ACE spacecraft orbits do not pass directly through the cone
center. Instead, they reach maximum  values of 171.5° for
MESSENGER and 175.0° for ACE, respectively.
[23] The crosswind and upwind densities for  > 90° are
nearly independent of longitude and consequently should
exhibit only radial dependence, such that n(R,  ) = n(R).
Furthermore, from Figure 3, similar downwind enhance-
ments over a given set of radial distances implies that the rel-
ative cone structure is nearly independent of R. Under these
conditions, the density n(R,  ) is separable into n(R)‚( ),
where ‚( ) is a dimensionless function that contains the
angular structure of the cone. This separation enables the
scaling of observed neutral densities to a single heliocentric
distance.
[24] MESSENGER/FIPS and ACE/SWICS, however,
measure pickup ions, not neutral particles. As detailed in
Appendices A and B, a separability of the neutral density
n(R,  )  n(R)‚( ) translates directly into a separability
in measured pickup ion velocity distributions for FIPS and
SWICS, i.e., nobs,ion(R,  )  no‚( )R–˛ , where no is a refer-
ence density at 1 AU and R is in AU. Under the assumption
that this separation is valid, measured pickup ion densities
can be used as a proxy for the neutral density distribution in
the heliosphere. However, there can be situations in which
this separation is not valid.
3.3.1. Transport Effects
[25] Depending on the speed of pitch-angle scattering,
there is the possibility of large-scale diffusion and trans-
port of pickup ions due to the average orientation of the
heliospheric magnetic field following a Parker spiral con-
figuration. Slow pitch-angle scattering can therefore lead
to an offset and spreading of the focusing cone location
between the Sun and 1 AU [Möbius et al., 1995]. For
such a case, nion,obs is no longer separable. However, due
to MESSENGER’s orbit, the cone transits (i.e., 30° <  <
120°) are confined between R = 0.3 and 0.4 AU. Obser-
vations at R >0.4 AU corresponding to crosswind and
upwind longitudes should result in observations of nion,obs
that are nearly independent of  regardless of any large-
scale diffusion that may be present. The average change in
Parker spiral angle between 0.3 and 0.4 AU is only a few
degrees. Therefore, even with slow pitch-angle scattering,
it is unlikely that any of the transport effects discussed by
Möbius et al. [1995] could evolve such that they could
bias any radial scaling of FIPS observations. There may
be, however, time for transport effects to cause differences
between the cone structures at R = 0.3 and 1 AU. The
manifestation of these effects is examined in section 5.
3.3.2. Solar Wind and IMF Variability
[26] As shown by Saul et al. [2003], Saul et al. [2007],
and Möbius et al. [2010], the measured pickup ion density
can be distorted through solar wind stream interaction
regions and the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic
field. These distortions are statistically independent of eclip-
tic longitude because they are caused by solar rotation.
Furthermore, the timescale of these variations is much
shorter than the evolution of the neutral density distribu-
tion in the heliosphere during solar minimum. Consequently,
there should not be a strong observed longitudinal signature
in pickup ion measurements due to solar wind variability.
3.3.3. Sensor Field of View
[27] ACE/SWICS has a nearly stationary field of view
(integrated over a spacecraft spin and energy scanning
period of 12 min) and therefore samples a nearly con-
stant section of the pickup ion distribution function.
MESSENGER/FIPS, however, has a more dynamic orienta-
tion due to spacecraft maneuvering. In order to protect the
spacecraft and its instruments, MESSENGER has a large
sunshade pointed in the solar direction. The FIPS sensor
aperture points out of the side of the spacecraft, imaging
nearly 1.4 sr about its boresight direction. The sensor
is capable of viewing particles entering within ˙15° of
the spacecraft R direction in the radial-tangential-normal
(RTN) coordinate system [Gershman et al., 2012]. With the
sunshade always directed toward the Sun, the spacecraft is
free to roll about the R-axis, such that the FIPS orienta-
tion can be approximated by a vector in the T-N plane. As
the spacecraft rolls, different sections of the pickup ion dis-
tribution become visible. These rotations are, in principle,
independent of ecliptic longitude. Therefore, variations in
the FIPS field of view (FOV) should not contribute to any
apparent longitudinal structure in pickup ion measurements.
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However, the spacecraft orientation as a function of time
is examined in section 4.1 to determine any potential bias
due to a finite number of maneuvers. During 2007–2009,
MESSENGER performed approximately 40 rotations about
the spacecraft R-axis.
[28] Under the aforementioned assumptions, all FIPS
measured nobs,ion values can be scaled to remove any depen-
dence on the radial distance R of MESSENGER spacecraft
from the Sun. This scaling enables the recovery of the rel-
ative neutral cone structure from a set of pickup helium
observations at different heliocentric distances.
4. He+ Measurements
[29] The data analysis here consists of double-coincidence
measurements from two spaceborne time-of-flight (TOF)
mass spectrometer sensors, MESSENGER/FIPS (0.3 < R <
0.7 AU), and ACE/SWICS (R  1 AU). ACE/SWICS
is nominally a triple-coincidence sensor that measures the
energy per charge, mass per charge, and energy of incident
ions and has been described in detail by Gloeckler et al.
[1998]. However, the observations from ACE/SWICS used
here are derived using a double-coincidence data product
recently developed by Gilbert et al. [2012], as He+ can be
easily resolved from other species without the need for a
solid-state detector that is required to determine charge state
composition of the solar wind.
[30] FIPS, with its novel electrostatic analyzer (ESA)
geometry, simultaneously images particles in three-
dimensional velocity space over  1.4 sr about its
boresight direction. The entrance directions of these parti-
cles map onto an imaging detector, providing an angular
resolution accurate to within approximately 15°. In its
interplanetary cruise mode of operation, the ESA scanned
through 60 logarithmically spaced energy steps between
0.05 and 10 keV/e in 64 s. The TOF of these ions was mea-
sured, deriving a mass per charge estimate up to 40 amu/e.
The details of the FIPS sensor have been documented in fur-
ther detail by Andrews et al. [2007]. Unlike SWICS, FIPS,
because of imposed mass and power constraints, does not
have triple-coincidence capabilities. Although the absence
of energy measurements limits analyses with respect to solar
wind ions [Gershman et al., 2012], He+ is well-resolved
from only double-coincidence TOF measurements.
[31] For each spacecraft, the phase space distribution
of measured He+ events as a function of incident speed,
f (v), was computed using the number of measured events
as a function of incident speed, N(v), from the relation
f (v)  N(v)/v4 [von Steiger et al., 2000; Raines et al., 2011;
Gershman et al., 2012]. Multiplicative factors such as the
instrument’s geometric factor and energy resolution that are
not discussed in detail here ensure proper unit conversion
between f (v) and N(v). This distribution was then integrated





[32] The observed density, nobs,He+, is computed from
individually measured He+ events, independent of any esti-
mation of solar wind speed or the structure of the pickup
ion distribution function. This density corresponds to the
Figure 4. Unscaled measurements of He+ during 2007–
2009 for (a) MESSENGER/FIPS and (b) ACE/SWICS. In
each panel the variation of the ecliptic longitude () with
time is also shown in red. (c) The radial distance from the
Sun of each spacecraft is indicated here. An enhancement
was clearly observed near the predicted downwind direction
( 75°) at all distances, with MESSENGER having passed
through the cone once near R = 0.6 AU, and then several
times at R = 0.3 AU, and ACE passing through the cone
yearly at R = 1 AU. The daily count on the horizontal axis
begins on 1 January 2007.
fraction of the He+ distribution that is visible to a sen-
sor and is, in general, dependent on the sensor’s angular
FOV and energy response. As discussed in detail in section
3.3 and Appendices A and B, nobs,He+ may exhibit apparent
structure due to changes in solar wind conditions or sensor
orientation.
4.1. Data Overview
[33] During 2007–2009, MESSENGER passed through
the gravitational focusing cone once at R  0.6 AU and
at least three times at R  0.3 AU. A time series of
unscaled He+ measurements from MESSENGER/FIPS and
ACE/SWICS during this time period is shown in Figure 4.
FIPS and SWICS data have been time-averaged in 4 h and
daily intervals, respectively. In each pass, a clear enhance-
ment in observed He+ is apparent near the downwind direc-
tion, i.e.,   75°. Similar enhancements occur when ACE
passed through the cone at 1 AU in late November to early
December of 2007 and 2008. The He+ densities observed
by FIPS also changed with MESSENGER’s radial varia-
tion in its heliocentric orbit. However, enhancements at both
R  0.6 and R  0.3 AU indicate that increased He+
flux measured by FIPS is a result of the spacecraft pass-
ing through the cone rather than a change in heliocentric
distance. Data collected by MESSENGER/FIPS before 21
September 2007 (day 264, for a day number count that
begins with 1 January 2007) relied on a version of the instru-
ment flight software that limits our analysis and its com-
parisons to the data collected later. Therefore, our detailed
analysis of MESSENGER/FIPS observations is necessar-
ily restricted to those collected after 21 September 2007.
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Figure 5. A detailed look at three transits of MESSENGER through the helium focusing cone: (a) F1,
(b) F2, and (c) F3. The unscaled observed densities from FIPS and ecliptic longitude  of MESSENGER
are shown in the top panel, the available FIPS-observed solar wind speeds are shown in the middle panel,
and the FIPS visibility as a function of clock angle in the T-N plane, ˆTN, is shown in the bottom panel.
Enhancements in the He+ flux were observed at the transitions from high-speed to low-speed solar wind
streams. Some changes in the He+ flux were also observed during changes in spacecraft orientation. The
daily count on the horizontal axis begins on 1 January 2007.
We further restrict our analysis to the three cycles of the
FIPS data after day number 450, since each individual cycle
contains observations that span a nearly complete range of
ecliptic longitudes.
[34] A closer look at the individual cone transits for
MESSENGER (here termed as F1, F2, and F3) and ACE
(termed S1 and S2) is shown in Figures 5 and 6, respec-
tively. Each figure includes available solar wind speeds
measured by FIPS on MESSENGER, and SWEPAM on
ACE. In Figure 5, the FOV of FIPS is also included. Here,
ˆTN defines a clock angle in the T-N plane, and ˆTN = 0
corresponds to the +T direction. Although the FIPS FOV
does extend out of the T-N plane, the view direction of each
pixel in the FIPS FOV can be projected onto a particularˆTN
angle. The solid angle () in each pixel is accumulated
into the appropriate 5°ˆTN bin, providing a visualization
of the sensor orientation and FOV as a function of time,
such that the sum () in each scan equals the FIPS total
visible solid angle of  1.4 sr.
[35] The orientation of FIPS changed often within all
ecliptic longitude regions (i.e., downwind, crosswind, and
upwind), even within a single cone transit. From examina-
tion of Figure 5, changes in observed He+ densities appear to
have been affected by changes in solar wind speed as well as
by changes in the FIPS FOV, although without a more com-
plete set of solar wind observations, it is difficult to quantify
which factor was a more important influence.
[36] As discussed in detail by Gershman et al. [2012],
solar wind particles are nominally obstructed from the
FIPS FOV by the spacecraft sunshade. These particles can
nonetheless be measured during times of sufficient aberra-
tion due to the spacecraft +T component of velocity around
the Sun, but only if the sensor is oriented properly. As shown
in Figure 5, solar wind speeds from FIPS are available only
Figure 6. A detailed look at two transits of ACE through the helium focusing cone: (a) S1 and (b) S2.
The observed densities from SWICS and ecliptic longitude  of ACE are shown in the top panel, and the
available ACE/SWEPAM-observed solar wind speeds are shown in the bottom panel. Enhancements in
the He+ flux were observed at the transitions from high-speed to low-speed solar wind streams. The daily
count on the horizontal axis begins on 1 January 2007.
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when ˆTN  0 was visible, i.e., the +T direction. MESSEN-
GER reached its maximum speed of  60 km/s closest to
the Sun. It was during these time periods that the aberration
effect became sufficiently strong to enable the recovery of
solar wind speeds from FIPS observations. During time peri-
ods when the spacecraft speed was small (i.e., R > 0.5 AU),
solar wind speeds are not available, even with ideal sensor
orientation.
4.2. Radial Scaling of FIPS Measurements
[37] Before analyzing the structure of the focusing cone
in the inner heliosphere, the MESSENGER/FIPS observa-
tions of nobs,He+ must be scaled to R = 0.3 AU by a factor
R˛ in order to remove effects due to the radial variation
of the spacecraft’s orbit. Such a scaling is not required for
ACE/SWICS observations. Here, we use the fact that obser-
vations of He+ in the upwind directions should vary only
with heliocentric distance. For a downwind direction near
 = 75°, the upwind longitudes are defined as 165° <
 < 345°. Observations made within this range of  val-
ues were accumulated into 5°-wide  bins, averaging over
the density variations measured at a particular ecliptic lon-
gitude mentioned in section 3.3. This resulting distribution
was then divided by its average density value to form a set
of normalized upwind densities as a function of , Onuw().
[38] As shown in Figure 4, the maximum radial distance
of MESSENGER from the Sun consistently occurred near
 = 230°, well within the range of the upwind longitudes.
Consider the effect of scaling FIPS measurements of nobs,He+
by a factor of R˛ . If ˛ is set to be too low (underscal-
ing), then there will be an observed depression in Onuw() at
 = 230°. If ˛ is set to be too high (over scaling), then
Figure 7. Radially scaled Onuw() distributions for the
MESSENGER spacecraft trajectory and neutral densities
at R = 0.3 AU from model B [Möbius et al., 2012;
Bzowski et al., 2012] including the effects of electron-impact
ionization. Best-fit parabolas of the form a(–230°)2 +c, are
shown for the R–1 (underscaling), R0 (proper scaling), and
R+1 (overscaling) cases. The R0 case has the parabola with
the smallest value of a although still exhibits some curvature,
resulting in errors in the recovered ideal scaling exponent on
the order of 0.1.
Figure 8. Best-fit a values from fitting a parabola of the
form a( – 230°)2 + c to measured FIPS Onuw() distribution
as a function of radial scaling exponent ˛ (solid line). Val-
ues of a that result in RMS errors of the parabolic fit within
5% of the minimum are also included (dashed lines). The
value of ˛ that results in the flattest Onuw() distribution is
˛ = 0.61(+0.50, –0.56).
there will be an enhancement at  = 230°. The proper scal-
ing exponent ˛, therefore, can be determined by finding the
value that results in the flattest Onuw() distribution. The func-
tional form of Onuw() can be approximated by a parabola
a(–230°)2 +c, with c set so that the average value of Onuw()
is equal to 1. Here, a is a free parameter fit to a given Onuw()
distribution: a > 0, a < 0, and a = 0 indicate overscaling,
underscaling, and proper scaling, respectively.
[39] We can test this approximation for Onuw() by using
the modeled neutral distributions from section 3.2 and
knowledge of MESSENGER’s orbit. As an example, we
assume that the helium neutral density is defined by the inter-
stellar flow parameters of model B including the effects of
electron-impact ionization. For the full range of times in
Figure 5, the angular distance of the spacecraft from the
assumed downwind direction is calculated. The correspond-
ing nHe is then sampled from the modeled R = 0.3 AU cone,
regardless of spacecraft heliocentric distance. Therefore, the
synthetic data are prescaled to the same heliocentric dis-
tance. The simulated upwind observations were scaled by a
factor R˛ to form Onuw() for ˛ = +1 (overscaling), ˛ = 0
(proper scaling), and ˛ = –1 (underscaling). Best-fit, i.e.,
minimized root-mean-squared (RMS) error, parabolas are
shown along with each curve in Figure 7 and illustrate the
change of inflection when the data are scaled by different
values. Here, the precise match of the fits to the data are less
important than capturing relative changes in curvature. Of
the three, ˛ = 0 results in the flattest Onuw(), and overscaled
and underscaled values lead to enhancements and depres-
sions in the upwind data at  = 230°, respectively. However,
the ˛ = 0 curve has a slight upward inflection such that the
sampled modeled upwind data do not create a perfectly flat
Onuw() distribution. This curvature is expected to result in
errors in the determination of ˛ on the order of 0.1.
[40] This scaling process can next be applied to the mea-
sured FIPS upwind data. Figure 8 shows the best-fit values of
a for each radial scaling exponent ˛ between 0 and 1.25. We
define the uncertainty of the fits by values of a that result in
RMS errors within 5% of the minimum error, resulting in the
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Figure 9. Average structure of the helium gravitational focusing cone from (a) MESSENGER/FIPS (R =
0.3 AU) and (b) ACE/SWICS (1 AU). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of densities accumulated
in each 5° interval. Structure from neutral models with LISM parameters from model A [Möbius et al.,
2004] and model B [Möbius et al., 2012; Bzowski et al., 2012] including the effects of electron-impact
ionization, is shown by the solid and dashed red lines, respectively. The similarity in derived cone centers
at R = 0.3 AU and R = 1 AU indicates that there is no substantial ion transport or diffusion between the
two radial distances.
lower and upper dashed lines in Figure 8. The best-fit radial
scaling exponent for MESSENGER/FIPS data is found to be
˛ = 0.61, with upper and lower bounds of ˛ = 1.11 and
˛ = 0.05, respectively.
4.3. He Focusing Cone Structures
[41] With the MESSENGER data radially scaled, the
recovery of the cone structure is possible for heliocentric
distances R = 0.3 AU and R = 1 AU. The quantities
that best describe the cone are its width, its relative down-
wind enhancement with respect to the upwind observations,
and its center location in ecliptic longitude. These quanti-
ties were calculated for each individual cone transit for both
MESSENGER (F1,F2, and F3) and ACE (S1 and S2) and
then all transits were combined to form a set of averaged
solar minimum focusing cones for each spacecraft.
[42] The width of each cone transit for the two space-
craft can be calculated directly from the density profile of
the cone, On(). On() was found by a process identical to that
used to determine the upwind density distribution Onuw(),
but for the full set of ecliptic longitudes. As an example,
the averaged scaled FIPS and SWICS On() distributions are
shown in Figure 9 along with the modeled distributions
(A and B) that include the effects of electron-impact ion-
ization. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of
density observations in each 5°  bin. The modeled data
provide an excellent match to the observations, especially
at 1 AU where the effects of electron-impact ionization are
not expected to have a strong impact on the relative cone
structure, as discussed in Section 3.2.
[43] The On() distributions were interpolated to bins of 1°
and then the maximum value, the full width half maximum
(FWHM), and the average of the FWHM leading and
trailing longitudes were computed, providing estimates of
the downwind enhancement, cone width, and cone center,
respectively. The quantities calculated from both FIPS and
SWICS measurements are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
Quantities derived from the neutral density models were
generated from the trajectories of both MESSENGER and
ACE. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the computed cone
centers for the modeled data calculated with this method
are accurate to within about 1°. For FIPS, the uncertain-
ties in the recovered cone parameters from the uncertain-
ties in ˛, which primarily affect the recovered downwind
enhancement. The downwind enhancements, cone centers,
and widths from SWICS match the model predictions well,
especially for the average transit case. From FIPS, the
observed widths are small and the downwind enhancement
is large compared with both the SWICS measurements and
modeled distributions. This enhancement is large even when
compared with the photoionization-only case, which should
represent an upper bound on the downwind neutral density
enhancement.
Table 1. Focusing Cone Parameters Recovered From FIPS Observationsa
Measured Observations Modeled Observations
F1 F2 F3 Average A A (e–) B B (e–)
1 71.0° 79.0° 78.5° 76.0° 74.5° 74.5° 78.0° 78.0°
Enhancement 9.8(+4.2, –2.6) 11.8(+4.4, –3.0) 8.3(+2.1, –1.6) 9.1(+3.5, –2.3) 8.3 6.7 8.2 6.7
FWHM 20° 26° 31° 29° 35° 35° 38° 38°
aResults for individual transits (F1, F2, and F3) are shown along with data averaged over all three cone passes. Parameters are
also given for modeled observations averaged over all passes using either model A or model B; models that include the effects of
electron-impact ionization are denoted by (e–).
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S1 S2 Average A A (e–) B B (e–)
1 77.5° 77.0° 77.0° 75.0° 75.0° 79.0° 79.0°
Enhancement 8.5 8.0 7.3 8.0 7.4 7.9 7.4
FWHM 19° 38° 34° 32° 32° 36° 36°
aResults for individual transits (S1 and S2) are shown along with data
averaged over both cone passes. Parameters are also given for modeled
observations averaged over both passes using model A or model B; models
that include the effects of electron-impact ionization are denoted by (e–).
[44] The differences between cone properties for individ-
ual transits are likely due to the interplay between the time
duration of each spacecraft cone transit and the average
timescale of changes in solar wind speed. The ACE space-
craft orbits around the Sun at approximately 1°/day. From
the widths in Table 2, each ACE focusing cone traversal
therefore lasts 20–40 days, on the order of a Carrington
rotation. During this time interval, the SWICS He+ measure-
ments span several high-speed and lower-speed streams. The
leading and trailing edges (1–2 days each) of the focusing
cone last less than the overall cone transit (20–40 days), so
their determination is sensitive to the changing solar wind
conditions. This sensitivity results in differences in the cal-
culated cone width for each pass. The measured downwind
enhancement, however, is less sensitive to these variations,
since its value is calculated using data averaged over several
days.
[45] MESSENGER, however, near the downwind direc-
tion, orbits the Sun at approximately 6°/day. Each cone
transit can potentially occur during only a single solar wind
stream. In the case of F2 and F3, for example, during which
solar wind conditions are known, the majority of the transit
occurred directly after the transition from a fast to slow wind
stream. From Saul et al. [2003], Saul et al. [2007], Möbius
et al. [2010], and an examination of the correlation between
solar wind speed and He+ densities observed by SWICS
in Figure 6, these regions often result in enhancements in
the observed He+ density. Such enhancements could result
in lower cone widths and higher downwind/upwind density
ratios. The cone center, however, remains unchanged by
such an effect, as evidenced by similar derived centers
determined for both the F2 and F3 transits. The FIPS
orientation during both of these transits appears to have
been nearly symmetric and is unlikely to have caused a
substantial bias in the calculation of the FWHM and cone
center longitude.
[46] The cone center from F1 is much lower in ecliptic
longitude than all other passes from either MESSENGER or
ACE. Although solar wind speeds are not available for the
full F1 transit, a quick transition from high- to low-speed
wind around day number 530 appears correlated with an
enhancement in observed He+, resulting in a lower value
of the trailing  value used in the FWHM calculation, and
consequently a possible underestimation of both the FWHM
and longitude of cone center. Furthermore, the FIPS orien-
tation was asymmetric during this pass, and could therefore
create a bias to the determination of the leading and trailing
longitudes of the FWHM.
5. Discussion
[47] From pickup ion data alone it is difficult to tightly
constrain the interstellar flow direction, even under the sim-
plest conditions at solar minimum. This difficulty is due
to a number of processes taking place that affect neutral
helium particles entering the heliosphere and the dynamics
and transport of pickup ions. The time dependence of these
processes becomes even more complex at solar maximum.
However, a relatively wide cone enables analysis of each
pass using many data points. From these analyses, indepen-
dent of the radial scaling of FIPS data, the MESSENGER/
FIPS and ACE/SWICS data indicate an average 1 of
76.0°(˙6.0°) and 77.0°(˙1.5°), respectively.
[48] The uncertainties in the cone center direction are
derived from the maximum angular distance of the individu-
ally computed values to the average value, with an additional
1° included to take into account error in the inversion pro-
cess. These recovered interstellar flow directions, especially
from the MESSENGER F2 and F3 transits, are closer to
the recent IBEX results than previous determinations from
pickup ion data during solar maximum [Gloeckler et al.,
2004]. However, the recovered 1 values are also within
the uncertainties given by Möbius et al. [2004].
[49] Given the tight constraints on v1 and T1, errors in
the modeled neutral cone structure are primarily a function
of the uncertainty in the helium ionization rates. Large varia-
tions in the predicted downwind enhancement at R = 0.3 AU
with different neutral models from section 3 indicate that the
cone structure in the inner heliosphere is extremely sensi-
tive to the effects of electron-impact ionization. Conversely,
it is difficult to use the pickup ion observations at 1 AU
with ACE/SWICS to resolve such effects. Further analysis
of MESSENGER/FIPS measured distribution functions may
help to constrain these ionization profiles.
[50] The good agreement between the 1 values derived
from the MESSENGER/FIPS data scaled to R = 0.3 AU
and the ACE/SWICS data at 1 AU indicates that any large-
scale ion transport or diffusion between these two radial
distances is tightly constrained. From Möbius et al. [1995],
any offset due to diffusive transport should be accompanied
by an increase in cone width and reduction in downwind
enhancement when compared with the predicted neutral den-
sity. Neither effect is observed outside the uncertainties of
the recovered cone parameters. These constraints imply that
the pitch-angle scattering of He+ pickup ions does not create
any marked longitudinal streaming.
6. Concluding Remarks
[51] This most recent solar minimum has provided an
unprecedented opportunity for the study of the interstellar
helium distribution in the heliosphere. The expected ioniza-
tion rates of neutral particles were not only at an all-time
low, but they also reached a nearly steady state. This unusu-
ally quiet period of solar activity enabled the averaging of
spacecraft data over long time periods, providing a robust
delineation of cone structure. With data averaged over this
most recent solar minimum, the structure of the helium grav-
itational focusing cone has been mapped at multiple helio-
centric distances for the first time from in situ measurements
of pickup ions. Radial-distance-scaled MESSENGER/FIPS
observations combined with data from ACE/SWICS during
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the same time period led to the delineation of the cone struc-
ture at R = 0.3 and 1 AU with downwind enhancements
of  8 and widths of  30°. Comparisons with models of
the neutral density yielded good matches with established
LISM parameters and 1 = 76.0°(˙6.0°) and 77.0°(˙1.5°)
for R = 0.3 AU and 1 AU, respectively. The lack of any
substantial differences in the cone structure between those
solar distances during this time period implies that measure-
ments at 1 AU are a surprisingly sensitive and useful tool
for mapping the distribution of neutral helium in the ecliptic.
However, measurements inside of 0.5 AU may be required
to best understand the effects of electron-impact ionization.
These data do not require the presence of any secondary
neutral helium population in the heliosphere to explain their
variations. Through its nominal and extended mission in
orbit around Mercury, MESSENGER will continue to pro-
vide observations of He+ in the inner heliosphere that can be
compared with data collected near-Earth.
Appendix A: Instrument Response Functions
[52] In addition to observing pickup ions at different
heliocentric distances, FIPS and SWICS have markedly dif-
ferent fields of view and, consequently, analyze different
sections of the pickup ion velocity distribution function, as
illustrated in Figure A1.
[53] As discussed in section 2.3, the pickup ion distri-
bution is organized in the solar wind rest frame, not the
spacecraft/instrument frame. Particle velocities relative to
the center of this frame are typically normalized by the solar
wind speed, vsw, i.e., they can be described by the vector
w  v/vsw. Previous pickup ion observations indicate that
the velocity distribution exhibits structure with respect to
the anti-sunward and sunward directions, i.e., particles move
both faster and slower than the solar wind, respectively, in
the instrument frame.
[54] ACE/SWICS, a solar wind monitor, continuously
measures solar wind plasmas. The sensor FOV points nearly
radially, with a slight angle that evolves slowly as a function
of time (dubbed the “aspect angle”) due to spacecraft ori-
entation. In data processing, the steps in energy per charge
near the solar wind values are excluded to ensure that high
fluxes of solar wind H+ or He2+ particles do not contami-
nate the time-of-flight track of pickup He+ and that no He+
of solar origin is included. These restrictions set a process-
ing threshold of |w| > 0.2 in the anti-sunward sector for
all ACE/SWICS data analysis of He+ used here, i.e., par-
ticles measured by the instrument with speeds greater than
1.2 times the solar wind speed. Due to ACE’s near circular
orbit around the Sun (i.e., at Earth’s L1 point) and constant
pointing, the SWICS view of the pickup ion distribution is
approximately constant over time, although there are some
slight variations with solar wind speed.
[55] MESSENGER is intended to study the planet
Mercury, with FIPS’s direct view of the Sun masked by a
large spacecraft sunshade. Due to this physical obstruction,
FIPS cannot view particles with |w| < 0.5. Furthermore,
particles measured with ratios of energy per charge less
than 500 eV/e were excluded because of low signal-to-noise
ratios at those values. As shown in Figure A1, FIPS mostly
views the sunward sector. Although the instantaneous field
of view is not symmetric about the radial direction, to
first order the spacecraft maneuvers are symmetric about
the spacecraft—Sun line. As discussed and illustrated in
section 4.1, as the spacecraft changes orientation in flight,
different sections of the distribution function are sampled.
The spacecraft rolled approximately 40 times during cruise,
so that much of the sunward sector was measured at multiple
heliocentric radii and heliographic longitudes.
[56] These measurement constraints can be represented
mathematically by an instrument response function, D, a fac-
tor that describes the fraction of the distribution visible to a
sensor. Note that D is not used in the calculation of nobs,He+ in
section 4 and is used here only to provide an understanding
of the effect of sensor orientation and FOV on the measured
nobs,He+ values. In general, D is a three-dimensional func-
tion. However, as a simplification, D is discussed as D(|w|),
a function of only the speed in the solar wind frame in a
particular sector. For SWICS, D models visibility in the anti-
sunward sector for |w| > 0.2. For FIPS, D is primarily a
function of |w| > 0.5 in the sunward sector, as shown in
Figure A2. Here, D(|w|) was determined through the sam-
pling of a set of spherical shell velocity distributions within
an example FIPS FOV (12 February 2009, 00:00:35 UTC),
illustrated in Figure A2a in standard RTN spherical coordi-
nates (RTN,ˆRTN). Here, RTN is the angle from the N axis
and ˆRTN is the clock angle in the R–T plane with the Sun
visible at (RTN = 90°,ˆRTN = 0°). The FIPS FOV nominally
extends from 15° to 75° away from its boresight vector in
all directions. However, the spacecraft body and solar panel
arrays create additional obstructions projected onto the FIPS
FOV.
[57] For each visible (RTN,ˆRTN) value, the phase space
density of a spherical shell distribution centered on a con-
stant |w| with width 0.05|w| was sampled for the energy
range 500 eV/e–10 keV/e. Two solar wind speed cases of
vsw = 400 and 600 km/s were used. The observed den-
sities in both the sunward and anti-sunward sectors were
determined and normalized by the total densities of the dis-
tribution in each hemisphere, resulting in D(|w|), shown in
Figure A2b. In this simplified model, the phase space density
was sampled directly, and not converted into a finite number
of instrument-measured events.
[58] For both fast and slow solar wind speeds, approx-
imately 30% of the sunward sector is visible to FIPS for
|w| > 0.5, with substantially less of the distribution visi-
ble in the anti-sunward sector. Most of the pickup ions are
expected to be measured for |w| < 1 since newly picked up
ions have |w|  1 in the solar wind frame and cool to smaller
|w|-values as they are convected out into the heliosphere in
the expanding solar wind. This cooling creates an effective
mapping between the ions picked up at a particular helio-
centric distance, Rpickup, and the |w|-value in the pickup ion
velocity distribution. For adiabatic cooling, this mapping is
Rpickup = R|w|3/2 [Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976]. With a |w| >
0.5 restriction for FIPS and a |w| > 0.2 restriction for SWICS,
given their minimum heliocentric distances of 0.3 and 1 AU,
respectively, neither instrument is expected to be sensitive to
any ions produced inside R = 0.1 AU.
Appendix B: Pickup Ion Densities
[59] The total pickup ion density as a function of the
neutral density and ionization rate is,
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Figure A1. Instrument field of view of a pickup ion distribution centered on the solar wind frame for
(a) MESSENGER/FIPS and (b) ACE/SWICS. FIPS primarily views the sunward sector of the distribu-
tion; given the spacecraft (S/C) roll-axis, i.e., the spacecraft—Sun line, other sections of the distribution
are sampled as the spacecraft rolls during flight. A smaller portion of the anti-sunward sector is visible to
FIPS. ACE/SWICS has a view restricted to the anti-sunward sector, slightly offset from the radial direc-
tion by the spacecraft aspect angle. The dashed circle indicates the minimum observable velocity relative
to the solar wind core that can be measured by each instrument.









where RSUN is the radius of the Sun, ˇ is the local production
(i.e., ionization) rate of He+, and vsw is the solar wind speed.
The instrumentally observed density, nobs,ion, will be similar
to the density from equation (B1) but with the production
rates convolved with the instrument response function D,
such that,









[60] Following the discussion in section 3.2, for radial
distances with similar cone structure, i.e., constant down-
wind/upwind ratios, n(R,  )  n(R)‚( ). We also note that
D is a function only of R, under the assumption that some
kind of mapping between |w| and R exists. For this case,




















Figure A2. (a) FIPS FOV on 12 February 2009 at 00:00:35 UTC, as a function of (RTN,ˆRTN), where
(RTN = 90°,ˆRTN = 0°) corresponds to the solar direction. The black pixels represent directions visible to
the sensor. Obstructions to the FIPS FOV due to the spacecraft body and solar panel arrays are also indi-
cated. (b) D(|w|), i.e., the visible fraction of the sampled shell distributions using the FOV in Figure A2a,
in both the sunward and anti-sunward hemispheres for solar wind speeds of 400 and 600 km/s. Newly
ionized helium particles are injected into the distribution at |w|  1 in the solar wind frame and cool to
small |w|-values.
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[61] Here, g(R) is assumed to vary as R–˛ , a simple power
law with heliocentric distance because n and ˇ are expected
to follow this form, and D, the amount of the distribu-
tion visible to the instrument, decreases monotonically with
increasing R as the pickup ion distribution cools. With this
approximation for nobs,ion, measured data from FIPS can be
scaled by R˛ to normalize measurements to a single radial
distance.
[62] The largest errors in the approximation n(R,  ) 
n(R)‚( ) will occur for the range 0.1 AU < R < 0.25 AU in
equation (B3), where the downwind enhancement varies by
about 50% for the electron-impact ionization case in section
3. However, consider the other contributions to the inte-
gral in equation (B3). For all neutral density distributions
and ionization profiles from section 3.2, the scaled produc-
tion rate R2ˇn increases with radial distance from the Sun
inside of 0.25 AU. Furthermore, for both SWICS and FIPS,
D(|w|) increases with increasing |w|. Therefore, any contri-
bution to the integral in equation (B3) in the range 0.1 AU
< R < 0.25 AU should have minimal impact on the total
instrument-observed densities, even for MESSENGER/FIPS
at R = 0.3 AU.
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